
42nd RHR Grenadier Co’y
Board of Directors Meeting
May 26, 2019
Vincennes, IN

Roll Call
Present:  Don Fisher, Shawn Hall, Will Hamilton, Katie McNulty, Jim Morris, Kayte Ossler, Harvie Teague
Absent: none

The group walked through the open business projects on the 2019 to-do list.  
 Task #3 (Document uniform pieces & parts for the Property Inventory Report: Shawn explained 
that John Baker gave him his kit. Shawn is donating that to the Unit. The kit includes a regimental, 
waistcoat, canteen, and all 3 hats. Dan Ford currently has the regimental since it fits better than the 
new coat he recently had made. The Board agreed that Dan may keep the coat if we get his new 
coat in trade.  Justin purchased a bear ‘kit’ which Will will assemble. The ‘Baker’ bear fits Justin, so 
the kit bear helmet will replace it in inventory. Documentation is complete and this task will be 
closed (5/26/19).
 Task #4 (Investigate what property Linda left w/Robin): Robin has a large framed picture of the 
Unit with a brass plaque in her barn. This task is complete.
 Task #5 (Print & bind the Last Post): Target date has been pushed to CFO weekend (6/15). 
 Task #6 (Paint numerals on the silk blend flag): Matt’s done. This task is now complete 
(5/24/19).
 Task #7 (Research details for the Unit to reapply for SYW membership): Target date has been 
extended to 7/31. It was noted that it may end up being more economical for the Unit to purchase 
insurance from the NWTA for Massac instead of pursuing SYW membership.
 Task #8 (Research approx. bus cost for Niagara in 2020): Will reported that July would be the 
most cost effective month for the Unit to take a trip. A 56 passenger bus would be approximately 
$5500. He’ll find out what a 32 passenger bus would cost.
 Task #9 (Board discusses results of #7): Target date has been pushed to 8/31 to reflect the target
date change of #7.
 Task #10 (Complete ‘master’ of the 25-yr medal): Shawn will touch base with Steve on how he’s 
progressing so Will can get the master to Jeff Chowning in plenty of time to have medals at Muster 
2020.
 Task #11 (Kit acquisition): Shawn will reach out to prior members (Robin, Charlie, Cuda, Clay, & 
Belpasso’s) to see if there’s any interest in releasing their kits. Katie will speak with Morene about 
releasing her dad’s, Sean’s &/or George’s kits. Target completion date for communication is 9/7/19.


